Theory and Practice of Sampling of Heterogeneous Materials and Processes (TOS)
(3-day comprehensive course)
A set of six Governing Principles (GP) and four Sampling Unit Operations (SUO) cover all practical aspects of sampling
and provides a comprehensive framework for scientists (academic staff, Ph.D. students), process engineers, process
operators, laboratory and industry personnel, including the critical issue of securing that all of primary sampling,
splitting, sub-sampling and sample preparation is fully representative (procedures, equipment, maintenance). This 3day course provides a comprehensive introduction to the Theory of Sampling (TOS) for stationary lots as well as
dynamic process lots. The course outlines the critical connections to process engineering, Process Analytical
Technologies (PAT) and to multivariate data analysis (chemometrics).
The common characteristic of all naturally occurring, technological and industrial materials and processes is
heterogeneity (raw materials, food, feed, rocks, alloys, mineralisations, ores, concentrates, environmental samples,
mixtures and aggregates, interim and final process and manufacturing products), which have a much more complex
spatial distribution that what can be encompassed by classical statistics. A lot cannot be view as but a collection of
analytical results. TOS provides a rational description of lot heterogeneity and all sampling error types involved in
sampling of heterogeneous materials and processes - as well as all necessary tools for their evaluation, elimination
and/or minimisation. This course presents a comprehensive introduction to the basic principles of the Theory of
Sampling (TOS), sufficient to understand how sampling errors influence the full lot-to-analysis pathway by adding
significantly to the total measurement uncertainty. TOS provide professional competence on how to identify faulty,
inefficient or suboptimal sampling procedures and equipment – and offers the necessary tools for rational sampling.
The principles of TOS are generic and applies to all materials and lot types, at all locations and at all scales: A set of six
Governing Principles (GP) and four Sampling Unit Operations (SUO) cover all practical aspects of representative
sampling and provides a comprehensive toolbox for field personal, process engineers, laboratory personnel, quality
units as well as management who has to make critical decisions about process status, product specification, laboratory
sample adequacy and many other attributes based on valid analytical results. Sampling understanding is also of critical
importance for those in management who are responsible for the bottom line.
The sampling bias has a fundamentally different nature than the analytical bias, unfortunately negating all attempts of
‘bias-correction’ in sampling. Instead TOS provides a set of practical ways to achieve “sampling correctness”
(unbiasedness) by informed understanding, design and application to the generic sampling process. The course
overview gives full insight into how to guarantee that all primary sampling, and subsequent sub-sampling (splitting)
and sample preparation before analysis is documentable as representative (procedures, equipment, maintenance).
After the critical primary sampling step, correct (unbiased) mass reduction (splitting) in the subsequent sub-sampling
in the laboratory also needs to be 100% compliant with TOS in order to ensure valid analysis analytical results. It is
often unknown, or is wilfully neglected, that the Total Sampling Error (TSE) is by far the dominating contribution to the
total Measurement Uncertainty (MU), 10-25 X larger than the Total Analytical Error (TAE).
This course provides a comprehensive overview of the Theory of Sampling (TOS) for stationary lots as well as process
lots and has a special focus on setting up experiments to characterise lot heterogeneity (replication experiments and
variographic experiments), and how to use variographic analysis for process understanding and total process system
measurement system validation.
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